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 8	

The pace of Arctic warming is about double that at lower latitudes – a robust phenomenon 9	

known as Arctic amplification (AA)1. Many diverse climate processes and feedbacks cause 10	

AA2-7, including positive feedbacks associated with diminished sea ice6,7. However, the precise 11	

contribution of sea-ice loss to AA remains uncertain7,8. Through analyses of both observations 12	

and model simulations, we show that the contribution of sea-ice loss to wintertime AA 13	

appears dependent on the phase of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). Our results suggest 14	

that for the same pattern and amount of sea-ice loss, consequent Arctic warming is larger 15	

during the negative PDO phase, relative to the positive phase, leading to larger reductions in 16	

the poleward gradient of tropospheric thickness and to more pronounced reductions in the 17	

upper-level westerlies. Given the oscillatory nature of the PDO, this relationship has the 18	

potential to increase skill in decadal-scale predictability of Arctic and sub-Arctic climate. Our 19	

results indicate that Arctic warming in response to the ongoing long-term sea-ice decline9,10 is 20	

greater (reduced) during periods of negative (positive) PDO phase. We speculate that the 21	

observed recent shift to the positive PDO phase, if maintained and all other factors being 22	

equal, could act to temporarily reduce the pace of wintertime Arctic warming in the near-23	

future. 24	

 25	



Arctic amplification (AA)1-8 is a robust feature in observations of the recent past7,8, paleo-climate 26	

reconstructions of the distant past11, and model projections of the future12. The majority of near-27	

surface AA can be explained by feedbacks associated with a diminished sea-ice cover7,13-15. Higher 28	

in the atmosphere however, the contribution of sea-ice loss to AA is less well constrained7,8,13-15, in 29	

part because the atmosphere response to sea-ice loss appears non-linear and state-dependent16-19. By 30	

state-dependent we mean that a similar sea-ice anomaly can lead to a different atmospheric 31	

response depending on the background ocean-atmospheric state. To date, such state dependencies 32	

have generally been attributed to random internal variability18. However, known cycles in the 33	

ocean-atmosphere coupled system could have a predictable modulating influence on the 34	

atmospheric response to sea-ice loss. Here for the first time we present evidence suggesting that the 35	

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) modulates the atmospheric response to sea-ice loss. The PDO is 36	

a dominant pattern of sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies that typically persists in 37	

predominantly one phase for longer than 10 years (sometimes with temporary reversals to the 38	

opposite state) and has wide-ranging effects on global weather and the Pacific ecosystem20. The 39	

PDO is not a single phenomenon, but is instead the result of a combination of different 40	

physical processes21-23, including stochastic variability of the Aleutian Low, remote tropical forcing 41	

and local North Pacific air-sea interactions (see Supplementary Discussion), which can operate on 42	

different timescales to drive similar PDO-like SST anomaly patterns21-23 (Supplementary Figure 1).   43	

 44	

The winter PDO index (Fig. 1a) was predominantly negative from winter 1948/49 to 1975/76, 45	

mainly positive until winter 2006/07, then negative again in most winters between 2007/08 and 46	

2012/13. In winter 2013/14 the PDO shifted abruptly back to a positive phase and was followed in 47	

winter 2014/15 by the most positive PDO value in the 67-year record. Meanwhile, winter Arctic 48	

sea-ice area (Fig. 1b) has declined steadily since the late 1970s, one of the most visible indications 49	

of human-induced global warming24-26. The time-series of the PDO and sea-ice area indices are only 50	

weakly correlated (r = -0.25). Although the PDO does not appear to be a strong driver of winter sea-51	



ice area variability in a pan-Arctic sense, our analysis suggests that the PDO phase affects how the 52	

atmosphere responds to sea-ice variability. 53	

 54	

Figure 1c,d show composite-mean differences in air temperature between low ice (LI) and high ice 55	

(HI) years, respectively, during negative PDO (PDO-) and positive PDO (PDO+). During both PDO 56	

phases, negative anomalies in sea-ice area are significantly associated with warmer Arctic air 57	

temperatures. The composite anomalies display the classical latitudinal and vertical profile of AA, 58	

with greater warming at higher latitudes and at lower altitudes. However, the magnitude of sea-ice-59	

related Arctic warming below 500 hPa is significantly larger during PDO- than during PDO+ (Fig. 60	

1e). At 500 hPa the Arctic-averaged (70-90°N) temperature anomaly is 0.7°C and 0.3°C in PDO- 61	

and PDO+, respectively. Corresponding values at 700 hPa are 1.0°C and 0.4°C, and at 850 hPa are 62	

1.2°C and 0.5°C. These results suggest that Arctic warming associated with reduced sea-ice is 75%-63	

150% greater during PDO- compared to PDO+. Larger ice-loss-related Arctic warming is also 64	

found during the positive phase of the North Pacific Index (NPI) relative to its negative phase 65	

(Supplementary Figure 2), and also to a lesser extent during the negative phase of the El Niño 66	

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) relative to its positive phase (Supplementary Figure 3). Compared to 67	

the PDO, the NPI more directly measures changes in the Aleutian Low, whereas the ENSO index 68	

more directly measures changes in tropical Pacific SST21-23 (see Supplementary Discussion). 69	

 70	

Returning to the PDO influence, it is important to emphasize that the composite sea-ice anomalies 71	

are non-identical in the two PDO phases: the difference between LI and HI years is larger for PDO- 72	

(Fig. 2a,c), largely owing to the fact that the cases are not evenly distributed in time (the mean year 73	

for each case is 1964, 1974, 1996 and 1995 for HI PDO-, HI PDO+, LI PDO- and LI PDO+, 74	

respectively). A priori, we would expect more warming with larger sea-ice loss. Therefore, a 75	

fraction of the observed enhanced warming during PDO- may relate to the larger LI-HI difference 76	

in PDO- than in PDO+ (-0.7 million km2 compared to -0.6 million km2; i.e., to temporal 77	



inhomogeneity) rather than solely the PDO phase. Assuming that warming scales linearly with sea-78	

ice area loss, we would expect approximately 25% greater warming in PDO- compared to during 79	

PDO+. In fact, the observed warming is 75%-150% greater. The additional warming appears to 80	

arise from the dependence of sea-ice-induced warming on PDO phase. This hypothesis is difficult 81	

to test using observations alone, as statistical association need not imply causation (e.g., interactions 82	

between Arctic warming and sea-ice loss are two-way), and other confounding factors cannot be 83	

discounted. The results of the observational analysis, however, motivate further study with custom-84	

designed model simulations, which we show provide strong physical support for our hypothesis.   85	

 86	

Four atmospheric model experiments were performed (see Methods), prescribed with either an 87	

extensive (HI) or reduced (LI) sea-ice cover combined with SST anomalies associated with either 88	

PDO+ or PDO-. The differences in prescribed sea-ice concentrations (Fig. 2e) are dominated by 89	

reductions in the sub-Arctic seas and along the winter sea-ice edge in the North Atlantic and Baffin 90	

Bay. The prescribed PDO-related SST anomalies (Fig. 2f) include warm SST anomalies in the 91	

North Pacific and a ‘horseshoe’ of cool SST anomalies in the central eastern Pacific and along the 92	

western coast of North America, typical of PDO-27 (and also NPI+ and ENSO-; see Supplementary 93	

Figure 1). The prescribed anomaly pattern is similar to the observed composite-mean differences in 94	

sea-ice and SST (Fig. 2a-d), but with larger magnitude to obtain a more robust simulated response. 95	

The atmosphere-only framework has the distinct advantage that sea-ice and SST fields can be 96	

perturbed in a controlled way, to isolate their influences on the atmosphere. The major weakness of 97	

this approach, however, is that it fails to capture coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice interactions and 98	

feedbacks, which may modify the atmospheric response28. 99	

 100	

We now compare the simulations with LI and HI conditions separately for both PDO phases. The 101	

four experiments yield two sets of differences (denoted [LI-HI]PDO- and [LI-HI]PDO+), which we 102	

subtract ([LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+), to estimate how the response to sea-ice loss is modulated by 103	



PDO phase. This two-stage process isolates differences in the atmospheric sensitivity to sea-ice loss 104	

owing to PDO phase. The zonally-averaged temperature response to sea-ice loss during PDO- (Fig. 105	

3a; [LI-HI]PDO-) displays poleward- and surface-intensified warming. A similar response is 106	

simulated during PDO+ (Fig. 3b; [LI-HI]PDO+), but with lesser magnitude over high latitudes. 107	

Averaged over the Arctic, the mid-troposphere (500 hPa) warms by 0.4°C and 0.2°C in response to 108	

sea-ice loss during PDO- and PDO+, respectively. Analogous values at 700 hPa are 1.4°C and 109	

0.9°C, and at 850 hPa are 3.1°C and 2.4°C. The temperature response difference (Fig. 3c; [LI-110	

HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+) more clearly depicts the significantly enhanced Arctic warming below 500 111	

hPa during PDO-. This temperature response difference pattern (Fig. 3c) is in good qualitative 112	

agreement with the observed composite difference (Fig. 1e). The consistency between observed and 113	

model analyses provides strong support for a causal influence of the PDO phase on the magnitude 114	

of sea-ice-induced Arctic atmospheric warming. Furthermore, whilst the interpretation of the 115	

observational analysis is complicated by the fact that the composites yield unequal sea-ice 116	

anomalies (Fig. 2), and by the fact that the PDO-related SST anomalies may be a response to, as 117	

well as a driver of, atmospheric variability (see Supplementary Discussion), the model simulations 118	

unambiguously demonstrate that the Arctic warms more during PDO- compared to PDO+, in 119	

response to identical sea-ice loss. 120	

 121	

Considering spatial maps rather than zonal means and irrespective of the PDO phase, sea-ice loss 122	

induces pan-Arctic warming, with largest magnitudes over the Sea of Okhotsk and west of 123	

Greenland (Fig. 4a, shading; [LI-HI]PDO-,PDO+). The enhanced warming response to sea-ice loss 124	

during PDO- ([LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+) occurs mainly over the central Arctic (Fig. 4b, shading) 125	

and north of the regions of winter sea-ice loss (Fig 2e), indicating it is not caused directly by 126	

enhanced local surface heat flux changes, which are largely confined (by design) to areas of sea-ice 127	

loss. Instead they are caused by advection of warmed (and moistened) air into the central Arctic 128	

from the regions of sea-ice loss. To better understand how the PDO phase may influence the 129	



response to sea-ice loss, Fig. 4c (and arrows only in Fig. 4b) presents the direct response to the PDO 130	

([PDO- - PDO+]LI,HI). The PDO phase clearly influences the winter-mean atmospheric circulation, 131	

principally over the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 4c, arrows), and its influence also extends into the Arctic 132	

(Fig. 4b, arrows). Anomalous southerly winds occur during PDO- over the central North Pacific 133	

(reflecting a weakened Aleutian Low), which advect air warmed by wintertime sea-ice loss in the 134	

Sea of Okhotsk and Bering Sea into the central Arctic. Similarly, anomalous westerly and southerly 135	

flow south and east of Greenland during PDO- advects air into the central Arctic that has been 136	

warmed by sea-ice loss in the Labrador Sea, Baffin Bay and Greenland Sea. We argue that 137	

enhanced ice-loss-driven Arctic warming during PDO-, relative to PDO+, partly arises because the 138	

atmospheric circulation during PDO- is more effective at transporting sea-ice-driven temperature 139	

anomalies from the peripheral Arctic seas into the central Arctic.  140	

 141	

Additionally, aspects of the circulation response to sea-ice loss appear conditional on PDO phase 142	

(Fig. 4d, arrows; [LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+), which could be both a driver of and a consequence of 143	

the enhanced warming response (Fig. 4d, shading; [LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+). Sea-ice loss causes 144	

southerly anomalies in the Beaufort and East Siberian Seas as well as eastward and north of 145	

Greenland during PDO-, which further enhance warming in these regions. In short, both the mean 146	

circulation during PDO- relative to PDO+ and the sea-ice-driven circulation anomalies during 147	

PDO- relative to PDO+ are conducive to warm air advection into the Arctic. This behavior offers a 148	

physical explanation for the enhanced Arctic warming response observed both in our model 149	

simulations and in the real world.  150	

 151	

We emphasize that the enhanced Arctic warming response in PDO- relative to PDO+ is not a direct 152	

response to the PDO shift, but rather is an indirect modulation by the PDO of the atmospheric 153	

response to sea-ice loss. The PDO has only a weak direct effect on central Arctic temperatures (Fig. 154	

4c, shading) and therefore, the dominant effect of the PDO in the Arctic is indirect through its 155	



influence on wind patterns, which in turn affects the magnitude of Arctic warming owing to sea-ice 156	

loss (Fig. 4b, shading). 157	

 158	

Returning to the zonally-averaged response to sea-ice loss, we find significantly elevated 159	

geopotential heights at high latitudes, increasing in magnitude with altitude, under both PDO phases 160	

(Fig. 3d,e; [LI-HI]PDO-, [LI-HI]PDO+). This is a direct response to tropospheric warming dictated by 161	

the hypsometric equation. The geopotential height inflation is larger over the Arctic during PDO- 162	

relative to PDO+ (Fig. 3f; [LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+), consistent with greater high-latitude warming 163	

(Fig. 3c). In the 30°N-55°N latitude band, heights decrease significantly, most strongly at upper 164	

levels, consistent with a compensating descending motion (Fig. 3c,d). During both PDO phases, 165	

sea-ice loss causes weaker westerlies centered near 55°N and stronger westerlies near 35°N (Fig. 166	

3g,h; [LI-HI]PDO-, [LI-HI]PDO+). This response pattern implies an equatorward shift of the mid-167	

latitude storm tracks and associated eddy-driven jetstream, consistent with previous studies of the 168	

response to sea-ice loss in atmosphere-only29 and coupled-model simulations28. The wind response 169	

is stronger during PDO- compared to PDO+, with further reduced westerlies in latitudes 60°N-75°N 170	

throughout the troposphere (Fig. 3i; [LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+). These simulations strongly suggest 171	

that the greater AA during PDO- versus PDO+ in response to identical sea-ice loss results in a more 172	

pronounced reduction in the poleward gradient of geopotential height, leading to larger reductions 173	

in the zonal-mean westerlies, with possible implications for mid-latitude weather5,18,19,30. 174	

 175	

In summary, this work is strongly suggestive of an important interaction between natural climate 176	

variability and one of the most conspicuous aspects of human-induced climate change: the loss of 177	

Arctic sea-ice24-26. Our results from both observations and model experiments suggest that AA in 178	

response to sea-ice loss is enhanced during PDO-. Given the oscillatory nature of the PDO and 179	

other persistent SST patterns (such as that associated with ENSO and NPI; see Supplementary 180	

Discussion), improved understanding of such interactions between natural variability and forced 181	



sea-ice change may improve our ability to predict decadal variability and trends in Arctic and sub-182	

Arctic climate. We speculate that the observed recent shift to the positive PDO phase (Fig. 1a), if 183	

maintained and all other factors being equal, may act to temporarily reduce the pace of wintertime 184	

Arctic warming in the near-future. 185	

 186	
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Figures 266	

 267	

Figure 1: PDO modulation of observed relationship between wintertime Arctic amplification 268	

and sea-ice loss. Normalized time series, 1948-2014, of the winter (December-January-February) 269	

(a) PDO index and (b) Arctic sea-ice area. Years on the x-axis correspond to the start of each 270	

winter. The years are split into cases when the PDO index was positive or negative and the sea-ice 271	

area index was positive (HI) or negative (LI). The thick black line in panel (a) shows the 7-year 272	

running mean PDO index, and in panel (b), shows linear trends over two time periods. Composite 273	

differences of zonal-mean winter air temperature between years of below-average sea-ice area and 274	

above-average sea-ice area during (c) PDO- ([LI-HI]PDO-) and (d) PDO+ ([LI-HI]PDO+), and (e) their 275	

difference ([LI-HI]PDO-) - [LI-HI]PDO+). Grey hatching denotes composite differences that are not 276	

significant at the 95% (p = 0.05) confidence level. 277	
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 278	

Figure 2: Surface signature of wintertime Arctic sea-ice loss and the negative PDO phase. 279	

Composite differences of sea-ice concentration between winters of below-average sea-ice area (LI) 280	

and above-average sea-ice area (HI) during (a) PDO- ([LI-HI]PDO-) and (c) PDO+ ([LI-HI]PDO+). 281	

Composite differences of sea surface temperatures between winters of PDO- and PDO+ with (b) 282	

above-average sea-ice area ([PDO- - PDO+]HI) and (d) below-average sea-ice area ([PDO- - 283	

PDO+]LI). Prescribed differences in winter (e) sea-ice concentrations between the LI and HI 284	

experiments, and in (f) sea surface temperatures between PDO- and PDO+ experiments. 285	
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 286	

Figure 3:  PDO modulation of simulated wintertime atmospheric response to Arctic sea-ice 287	

loss. Zonal-mean winter (December-January-February) temperature response to Arctic sea-ice loss 288	

during (a) PDO- ([LI-HI]PDO-) and (b) PDO+ ([LI-HI]PDO+), and (c) their difference ([LI-HI]PDO- - 289	

[LI-HI]PDO+). As a-c, but for (d-f) geopotential height and (g-i) zonal wind. Grey hatching denotes 290	

responses that are not statistically significant at the 95% (p = 0.05) confidence level. Black contours 291	

in panels (g) and (h) show the climatological zonal-mean wind (in the HI experiments) and a drawn 292	

at intervals of 5 m/s. Note the different color scales in each panel. 293	
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 294	

Figure 4: Influence of sea-ice loss and the PDO on simulated wintertime lower tropospheric 295	

temperature and circulation. (a) 850 hPa temperature (shading) and wind (arrows) responses to 296	

Arctic sea-ice loss, independent of the PDO phase ([LI-HI]PDO-,PDO+). (b) Differences in 850 hPa 297	

temperature (shading) response to Arctic sea-ice loss between PDO- and PDO+ ([LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-298	

HI]PDO+) overlaid by the 850 hPa wind (arrows) response to PDO- ([PDO- - PDO+]LI,HI). Note the 299	

arrows show the direct response to PDO whereas the shading illustrates the indirect modulation of 300	

the response to sea-ice loss by the PDO. (c) 850 hPa temperature (shading) and wind (arrows) 301	

responses to PDO- ([PDO- - PDO+]LI,HI). (d) Differences in 850 hPa temperature (shading; repeated 302	

from (b)) and wind (arrows; different to (b)) responses to Arctic sea-ice loss between PDO- and 303	

PDO+ ([LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+). Grey hatching denotes temperature responses that are not 304	

statistically significant at the 95% (p = 0.05) confidence level. Regions of elevated topography 305	

(where surface pressure falls below 850 hPa) are masked by white shading. Note the different 306	

latitudinal lower boundaries and reference wind vectors in each panel.  307	
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Methods (Online only) 308	

Data. The PDO, NPI and ENSO indices were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 309	

Administration (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL; 310	

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices/list/). Sea ice concentration and SST data are 311	

from the UK Met Office Hadley Centre Ice and SST (HadISST)31 data set 312	

(http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadisst/data/download.html; using the latest version as of 313	

May 2015). Global air temperatures are from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction 314	

(NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis32 obtained from the 315	

NOAA ESRL (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/reanalysis/reanalysis.shtml). 316	

Simulations. Model simulations were performed with the UK Met Office Unified Model33 version 317	

6.6.3. The model is utilized in an atmosphere-only configuration with prescribed surface boundary 318	

conditions. External forcings (e.g., greenhouse gas concentrations, aerosols and so on) are held 319	

constant. The model version used here has a horizontal resolution of 1.875° longitude and 1.25° 320	

latitude (known as N96) and 38 vertical levels. We performed four ensemble experiments 321	

prescribed with either positive or negative sea-ice anomalies in combination with either positive or 322	

negative PDO-related SST. These experiments are referred to as HI/PDO-, LI/PDO-, HI/PDO+ and 323	

LI/PDO+. Each experiment consists of 150 ensemble members, each 1-year in duration, with the 324	

same surface boundary conditions, but starting from a different atmospheric initial condition. The 325	

atmosphere-only framework has the distinct advantage that sea-ice and SST fields can be perturbed 326	

in a controlled way, to isolate their influences on the atmosphere. The major weakness of this 327	

approach, however, is that it fails to capture coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice interactions and 328	

feedbacks, which may modify the atmospheric response28,34. We analyze simulated variables on 329	

atmospheric pressure levels; namely, air temperature, geopotential height, zonal wind and 330	

meridional wind. The model data may be made available on request to the lead author.  331	

Surface boundary conditions. For sea-ice, we calculated the monthly-mean climatological mean 332	

and standard deviation (σ) of sea-ice concentration, 1979-2013, at each grid-point. For the HI 333	



experiments we apply a sea-ice concentration anomaly of +2σ to the climatological mean and for 334	

the LI experiments we apply an ice concentration anomaly of -2σ to the climatological mean. At 335	

grid-points where a sea-ice anomaly was imposed (i.e., where σ ≠ 0), we also imposed a SST 336	

anomaly to account for SST changes linked to sea-ice changes, adapting the approach of ref. 35. For 337	

the HI experiments we apply a SST anomaly of -2σ to the climatological mean and for the LI 338	

experiments we apply an SST anomaly of +2σ to the climatological mean. At grid-points where 339	

sea-ice is never present or always has the same concentration (i.e., σ = 0; the latter is the case over 340	

the central Arctic where sea-ice concentration is always 100% in winter), the climatological sea-ice 341	

concentration and SST was used. Specific ice-related anomalies are applied in each calendar month, 342	

but only in the northern hemisphere. To represent the different PDO phases, we first regressed the 343	

detrended and normalized annual-mean PDO index, 1948-2013, against detrended annual-mean 344	

global SST to yield a SST anomaly per 1σ change in the PDO index (β). For the PDO+ experiments 345	

we apply a SST anomaly of +2β and for the PDO- experiments we apply an SST anomaly of -2β. 346	

The PDO-related anomalies are applied globally at all ice-free grid-points, with the same PDO-347	

related anomalies (annual-mean) are applied in each calendar month. After applying both the ice- 348	

and PDO-related anomalies, we restricted sea-ice concentrations to being between 0-100% and 349	

SSTs to no lower than -1.8°C (freezing temperature of saltwater) to avoid unphysical values. 350	

Response estimation. The response to sea-ice loss during PDO- ([LI-HI]PDO-) is estimated by 351	

subtracting the ensemble mean (n = 150) in the HI/PDO- experiment from that in the LI/PDO- 352	

experiment. Similarly, the response to sea-ice loss during PDO+ ([LI-HI]PDO+) is estimated by 353	

subtracting the ensemble mean (n = 150) in the HI/PDO+ experiment from that in the LI/PDO+ 354	

experiment. The PDO-dependent component of the response to sea-ice loss is estimated from the 355	

difference of the two aforementioned responses ([LI-HI]PDO- - [LI-HI]PDO+). The PDO-independent 356	

response to sea-ice loss ([LI-HI]PDO+,PDO-) is estimated by subtracting the ensemble mean (n = 300) 357	

in the concatenated HI/PDO- and HI/PDO+ experiments from that in the concatenated LI/PDO- 358	

and LI/PDO+ experiments. The response to the PDO ([PDO- - PDO+]HI,LI is estimated by 359	



subtracting the ensemble mean (n = 300) in the concatenated HI/PDO+ and LI/PDO+ experiments 360	

from that in the concatenated HI/PDO- and LI/PDO- experiments. 361	

Significance testing. We compute composite-mean (Fig. 1) and ensemble-mean differences (Fig. 3, 362	

4) using a Student’s t-test, which compares the sample means to the variances within both samples. 363	

The null hypothesis of equal means is rejected with 95% confidence when p ≤ 0.05. 364	

 365	
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